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We 1. Williams to White 3/13/’75 file no. obliterated. .. .Notes that Walker bullet not subjected to 

NAA testing; attached gceas to Conrad 3/27/64 Cites Heilberger spectro test that lead alloy 
Y from Walker bullet “was different from the large bullet frag from the car in which the President 

was shot.” 

2. White info sheet—cites wedding ring Lee left on 11/22 on dresser when he left for work. The 
ring was found by POLICE. | note that Lee never left note when he went off to shoot at Kennedy. 
. . Source: CE1401 interrogation of Marina; Heitman & Boguslav XX 11764. Marina playingher 
part???? 

The following are from NARA RG 541. Curry memo 12/31/’63 RG 541, NARA, Box 17 (J. Zimmerman 
ARRB Files)Notes that a Wm. Duff was a suspect as far as Walker was concerned, .. . and detectives 
he hired-to investigate. . . also9 notes a threat via phone on 12/20/’63 from Kaplan, Louisiana. .. . 

3. Sdrrelsho Curry 12/26/’63 He lays out the official account of Marina’s that hangs Lee for the 
shooting attempt on Walker. This becomes the official account. . . He cites 12/10/63 as the time 
of interview that exposed Lee’s attempt on Walker, See Sra’ (33 DMA retma, 

4. Contains Dallas PD Reports in April of ’63 of threats on Walker and on Duff or McDuff nothing on 
Oswald as suspect in CG, All aS Oi Gieenereenarrneen pain 2S E OO Ress WS EN, 
More Preliminary Offense reports by Dallas police on the April shooting at Walker. ... Oswald 
not a suspect. . . Duff gets attention .. .Writing note. .. . suggest a possible homosexual link 
between Walker and Duff.... Qn 

Once again | thin ig date in Marina’s testifying against Lee... She supplies needed 
detail about the Walker shooting and Lee’s handling of the rifle, etc...... | think | will have a 
better idea of 12/10 after | get back into the Marina files. . . 

7. Report by Gopadze 12/6/63 . ..Marina herself rehearses the motive for Lee’s attempt on JFK... 
.that was his earlier attempt on Walker. 
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